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WILLIAM G

★★★★★
★★★★

12/05/2018

We are extremely grateful to Timeshare Exit Team (TET) for re-leaving us from that damned Timeshare. Although it took
over two years to go through the process and at times it was extremely frustrating, over all it was well worth the time effort
and money spent. While we were never able to get a letter from our timeshare we have been assured by that the process
is complete. This gives you some idea how deceitful and truly unethical the timeshare industry is. Thank you. Bill & ***** ****
****, NV

Lonnie R

★★★★★

12/05/2018

This ended a nightmare for us. Thank you.

Cheryl G

★★★★★

12/05/2018

I was very happy that I could actually talk to a 'real' person in an oﬃce locally, not just a voice on the end of the phone, or
a faceless email. I am very grateful for the professional, respectful way the entire process was deal with and I would highly
recommend them if you would like to get out of your time share. Merry Christmas!
https://www.bbb.org/us/wa/bellevue/proﬁle/timeshare-transfer/timeshare-exit-team-1296-22783129/customer-reviews
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Nancy and James Mabie

★★★★★
★★

12/04/2018

This business scammed me just like the timeshare company did. I think the whole get out of your timeshare business is
just an offshoot of the original timeshare companies. I was told I'd be out of my timeshare within 9 to 18 months and that
they had experience in dealing with my timeshare company. I've had to harness them for any updates. Last time I was told
they can keep my money for a reasonable amount of time. I think 22 months is long enough ( 25 if you actually count from
the time they took my money). I still pay my timeshare mortgage and my maintenance fees. Screwed all the way around.
Do not give your money to this company.

Richard W

★★★★★
★★★★

12/04/2018

Although it cost us a lot of money, RH did their job well. The time share companies are unreasonable about folks getting
out. Our kids could never afford the fees,so we were pleased that RH found a way to get us out.

Tina E

★★★★★

12/04/2018

We were not too bright and got tied up in not one, but TWO timeshares! We were able to work with the Timeshare Exit
Team to get us out of both. It took quite a bit of time, but was worth the wait to not have to worry about paying annually to
something we were never going to use. The team was always very professional and kept us informed of every step along
the way. I can't tell you happy I was when we received the notice we were ﬁnally done with the timeshares! They said they
could get us out...and they did! I'm very grateful for their services!

Norma C

★★★★★

12/04/2018

A great team that led us through the process of getting rid of our timeshare. Would highly recommend them to anyone .
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Janet B.

★★★★★
★★

12/03/2018

Do not use this company. Before we signed contract and gave them $ they assured us that if we stopped making
payments on the loan it would not affect our credit. This was totally untrue ﬁrst it showed disputed on our report and then
default. Also the company that works with them to correct our credit report did not do that. It took us months and
numerous calls and efforts on our part to take care of this. We should have just paid off the loan and not paid Timeshare
Exit Team. It was a nightmare.

Juanita D

★★★★★
★★★★

12/03/2018

I appreciate the fact that I have a legal document that ensures my exit which I would not have been able to secure but I
don't know exactly what was done in the time it took to get closure.

Dolores B

★★★★★
★★★★

12/03/2018

It took many months before it was ﬁnally settled but I am out of that timeshare! I did not have to pay any maintenance fees
during that time! I am happy now since hubby has medical issues and we only travel locally! My timeshare was paid for
when I purchased it. I think that made the transaction with Timeshare Exit easier!!

David H

★★★★★
★★★★

12/03/2018

Even though it took a long time, we were satisﬁed with the end result.

Judith D

★★★★★
★★★★
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I was very pleased with the outcome. I sometimes wish they would have contacted me more often with updates as to what
was going on. I was getting a little nervous with the long wait time. However, in the end they were very professional and
got the job done.

Osmond

★★★★★

12/03/2018

The Timeshare Exit /Team completed the exit from our Timeshare commitment 5/23/2016. We were extremely satisﬁed
with the professional way it was accomplished. We have told friends who have said they may want to exit their timeshare
commitment that Timeshare Exit Team is the only way to go if they want it done correctly.

Thomas

★★★★★

12/03/2018

They helped us get out of our time share, they honestly do what they advertise. Thank You!!

Ellen D

★★★★★

12/03/2018

Just one payment to this team and that's all it took. They kept me up to date with what was happening. It took 2 years for
the team to get it done so it must of been a diﬃcult company to work with. I have never heard from my Timeshare
company so all must be well. I've not paid any more maintenance fees for 2 years now.

Charles S

★★★★★

12/03/2018

It took about 26 months but ﬁnally got out of my timeshare. I understood going into it could take from 18-24 months just
happy I am out of the timeshare. I would recommend them as there are alot of phoney companies out there claiming to
provide such service and the Timeshare Exit Team delivered on their service.
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Doris L

★★★★★

12/03/2018

What a relief to be free of our time share. It was costly and a long wait but I felt conﬁdent all the way thru that Timeshare
Exit Team would fulﬁll their promise and they did. I appreciate that they kept me posted along the way. Thank you.

Steven Gray

★★★★★

12/03/2018

Our timeshare changed corporate hands several times making Timeshare Exit Team’s job more diﬃcult. They stayed with
it over three years, keeping us informed and we got the desired result. We are pleased and thankful.

Raymond T

★★★★★

12/03/2018

Overall, my wife and I are pleased with the efforts of Timeshare Exit Team. Everything was completed within the period
originally speciﬁed.

Thomas M

★★★★★

12/03/2018

Professional; kept client inform d, and a happy conclusion.
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